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Abstract
Our goal in this paper is the development of fast algorithms for recognizing general classes of
graphs. We seek algorithms whose complexity can be expressed as a linear function of the graph size
plus an exponential function of k, a natural parameter describing the class. In particular, we consider
the classWk(G), where for each graph G inWk(G), the removal of a set of at most k vertices from
G results in a graph in the base graph class G. (If G is the class of edgeless graphs,Wk(G) is the
class of graphs with bounded vertex cover.)
When G is a minor-closed class such that each graph in G has bounded maximum degree, and all
obstructions ofG (minor-minimal graphs outsideG) are connected, we obtain an O((g+ k)|V (G)|+
(f k)k) recognition algorithm forWk(G), where g and f are constants (modest and quantiﬁed) de-
pending on the class G. If G is the class of graphs with maximum degree bounded by D (not closed
under minors), we can still obtain a running time of O(|V (G)|(D+k)+k(D+k)k+3) for recognition
of graphs inWk(G).
Our results are obtained by considering bounded-degreeminor-closed classes for which all obstruc-
tions are connected graphs, and showing that the size of any obstruction forWk(G) is O(tk7+ t7k2),
where t is a bound on the size of obstructions forG. A trivial corollary of this result is an upper bound
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of (k+ 1)(k+ 2) on the number of vertices in any obstruction of the class of graphs with vertex cover
of size at most k. These results are of independent graph-theoretic interest.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
One of the principal goals of algorithmic graph theory is to determine elegant and efﬁcient
ways to characterize classes of graphs. A particularly enticing approach applies readily to
graph classes closed under minor containment (deﬁned formally in Section 2). In their sem-
inal work on graph minors, Robertson and Seymour [29] proved that for any minor-closed
graph class G, there is a ﬁnite number of minor-minimal graphs (the set of obstructions, or
obstruction set) in the set of graphs outside of G. As a consequence, G is in G if and only
if no graph in the obstruction set of G is a minor of G; if the obstruction set of G is known,
there exists a polynomial-time recognition algorithm for G [28,30].
Unfortunately, ﬁnding the obstruction set of a classG is unsolvable in general [16,15,33]
and appears to be a hard structural problem even for simple graph classes, largely due
to the rapid explosion in the size of the obstructions [31,27,32]. Following a brute force
approach, it is possible to build a computer program enumerating graphs and searching
among them for obstructions. A crucial drawback of this method is that there is no general
way to bound the search space [33,15]; more sophisticated methods are also possible [7].
It is thus necessary to determine upper bounds on the sizes of the obstructions for special
graph classes. Results of this type have been obtained for graphs with bounded treewidth
or pathwidth [19] as well as more general graphs [18].
In this paper we settle the question of the combinatorial growth for graph classes created
from simpler ones. We augment a graph class by adding at most k vertices (and adjacent
edges) to each graph in the class. More formally, for each graph class G and integer k1,
we deﬁneWk(G) to consist of graphsGwhich are within k vertices ofG, namely all graphs
G such that the vertices of G can be partitioned into sets S1 and S2, where |S1|k and the
subgraph of G induced on the vertices in S2 is in the class G. The notion of “within k” can
be used to easily deﬁne the classes of graphs with vertex cover at most k and graphs with
vertex feedback set at most k (G is the class of edgeless graphs and the class of forests,
respectively), and may be of use where we are willing to accept approximately correct
solutions to problems. If G is closed under taking of minors, then so isWk(G) [14,20].
The key to our results is effectively relating obstructions forWk(G) and G in the situation
under consideration.
We show that if G is a minor-closed graph class in which no graph has degree greater
than a ﬁxed constant D and whose obstructions have no more than t vertices, then the size
of the obstructions forWk(G) can be effectively bounded, provided all obstructions for G
are connected (in the proof of Lemma 14, we show that this is equivalent to the class being
closed under disjoint union). In particular, we prove that for such a G, any graph in the
obstruction set ofWk(G) has size bounded by a polynomial in k, D, and (for D3) C,
whereC is an upper bound on the length of paths of degree-two vertices (“induced chains”)
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in the obstruction set ofG. As intermediate steps in proving this result, we develop lemmas
demonstrating the existence of leafy trees in sparse (bounded degree) graphs, constituting
results of independent interest.
Making use of advances in construction of ﬁxed-parameter tractable algorithms [11,25],
we employ the method of “reduction to a problem kernel” to obtain recognition algorithms
such that an exponential function on k contributes only an additive term to the overall
complexity. This builds on previous work [24,4]; our results can be seen as generalizations
of the algorithms designed for the vertex-cover problem [2,26,8]. Fast algorithms of this
type have been generated for other problems [10,13,17,12,6,23].We make use of our upper
bound on the size of obstructions to obtain an O((g(t) + k)|V (G)| + (f (k, t))k)-time
algorithm recognizingWk(G) when G satisﬁes the following three conditions: G is closed
under taking of minors; each graph in G has degree bounded by D; and the obstructions
for G are connected and of size bounded by t. Here g and f are polynomial functions with
multiplicative constants depending on the classG. Finally, we demonstrate that similar time
complexities can be achieved even when the closure restrictions are removed. We present
an O(|V (G)|(D+ k)+ k(D+ k)k+3)-time algorithm for the recognition ofWk(G), where
G is the class of graphs with maximum degree bounded by D.
After establishing notation in Section 2, we demonstrate in Section 3 that we can obtain
a bound on the size of a graph G when there are bounds on the degree and length of chains
and the disjoint union of stars is excluded as a minor. Building on this result, in Section
4 we establish a bound on the size of obstructions forWk(G). Sections 5 and 6 establish
polynomial-time algorithms, in turn making use of earlier results.
2. Preliminaries
In discussing graphs, we make use of standard notation in graph theory. For each graph
G considered, we will denote as V (G) and E(G) its vertex and edge set, respectively. For
G a ﬁnite graph class, we deﬁne max-size(G) = max{|V (G)| |G ∈ G}. If S ⊆ V (G), we
deﬁne nbrG(S) to be the set of vertices outside S that are adjacent to vertices in S, andG[S]
to be the subgraph of G induced on S. If v ∈ V (G), we deﬁne the degree of v in G to be
degG(v)=|nbrG({v})|, the set ofpendant vertices to be pend(G)={v ∈ V (G) | degG(v)=1},
and the set of internal vertices to be V (G)\pend(G). By maximizing degG(v) over all
vertices v, we obtain the degree bound on the graph G, denoted by (G). We call a graph
class G bounded degree if the quantity (G)=max{(G) |G ∈ G} can be bounded above
by a constant.
At times we will alter a graph by replacing induced paths by edges. For u, v ∈ V (G),
we deﬁne dist(u, v) to be the length of the shortest path connecting u and v (the number of
edges in the path). We call a path of a graph G an a-chain if it has length a, all its internal
vertices have degree 2 inG, and its end vertices are either adjacent or have degree not equal
to 2. We denote as chain(G) the largest a for which there exists an a-chain in G, setting
chain(G)=0 whenE(G)=∅. A graphG is resolved if chain(G)=1. Finally, for any graph
class G, we set chain(G)=max{chain(G) |G ∈ G}.
Throughout this paper we will use G to denote a graph class that is closed under taking
of minors or, equivalently, a minor-closed graph class. A graph G is a minor of a graph H
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if a graph isomorphic to G can be formed from H by a series of edge and vertex deletions
and edge contractions. The contraction of an edge e = (u, v) in G results in a graph G′, in
which u and v are replaced by a new vertex ve (V (G′)={ve} ∪V (G)\{u, v}) and in which
for every neighbor w of u or v in G, there is an edge (w, ve) in G′. An obstruction of G
is a minor-minimal graph outside G; we use ob(G) to denote the set of obstructions of G,
or the obstruction set of G. We use GH and GH to denote that G is a minor of or an
induced subgraph of H, respectively.
We use Kr to denote the complete graph on r vertices and Kr,s to denote the complete
bipartite graph with r and s vertices in the two parts of the bipartition. The graph K1,r is
also known as a star. We use Lk+1r to denote the graph consisting of k + 1 disjoint copies
of K1,r .
For any integer k1, we deﬁne a set of graphs that are within k vertices of G, parame-
terized by k, the number of vertices that need to be removed to form a graph in G, namely
Wk(G)= {G | ∃S ⊆ V (G) such that |S|k and G[V (G)− S] ∈ G}.
3. Excluding disjoint stars
In order to prove a bound on the size of the largest obstruction, we ﬁrst establish
Theorem 1, which shows that the absence of an Lk+1r minor combined with a bound on the
degree and the length of a chain results in a graph of bounded size. In Section 4wewill make
use of the theorem by showing that any sufﬁciently large graph with the aforementioned
restrictions must contain Lk+1r as a minor.
Theorem 1. Any Lk+1r -minor-free connected graph G where (G)D and chain(G)C
has at most f (k, r,D,C) vertices, where for any four integers k0, r1, D3, and




(k + 1)(D + 1) if r = 1,
(D + 1)(k(D2 + 1)+ 1) if r = 2,
5
2 (D + 1)(k(D2 + 1)+ 1)(CD + 2) if r = 3,
5(CD + 2)((1+ )(k(4(− 1)2 + 1)+ 1)− 1) if r4.
In order to prove Theorem 1, we prove a series of lemmas, each used in proofs by
contradiction for a range of values of r. When r = 1, the lower bound on the size of a
matching established in Lemma 1 (whose proof is elementary [22, exercise 7.25]) implies
the presence of Lk+1r .
Lemma 1. Any connected graph G contains a matching of size |V (G)|/((G)+ 1).
When r=2 or r=3, we use Lemma 2 to obtain a proof by contradiction. In each case, we
show that if |V (G)| is large, we are able to obtain a tree minor T of G with a large number
of sufﬁciently high degree vertices, showing that Lk+1r TG. Lemma 3 is used to count
vertices of degree at least 2 in T.
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Lemma 2. IfT is a tree,R is the set of vertices of degreeat least r inT,and |R|>k(((T ))2+
1), then Lk+1r T .
Proof. In the pseudocode below, we extract a set I of k + 1 vertices and show that the
vertices in the set are centers of disjoint stars K1,r . We repeatedly select an arbitrary high
degree vertex, and then eliminate that vertex as well as all high-degree nodes at distance at
most 2 from it.
I := ∅, I ∗ := ∅
while |I |k do
vi := an arbitrary vertex in R − I ∗
Ni := {v ∈ R | distT (v, vi)2}
I := I ∪ {vi}
I ∗ := I ∗ ∪Ni
output I.
To prove that the output set I contains at least k + 1 vertices, we must show that after k
iterations, R − I ∗ is nonempty. For any vertex v there is one vertex at distance 0, at most
(T ) at distance 1, and at most ((T ) − 1)(T ) at distance 2; thus |Ni |((T ))2 + 1.
As a consequence, the ith time that the procedure enters the loop, |R − I ∗| |R| − (i −
1)(((T ))2 + 1). The fact that |R|>k(((T ))2 + 1) guarantees that R − I ∗ is nonempty
during the ﬁrst k + 1 repetitions of the loop, as needed.
It will now sufﬁce to show that each vertex in I is the center of one component of Lk+1r .
By construction, at each iteration I ∗ is augmented by the vertices of distance at most 2
from the vertices added to I. This guarantees that for any pair {vi, vj } of vertices in I,
distT (vi, vj )3. The graphs T [Ni] and T [Nj ] are thus disjoint; since I ⊆ R, each one of
them contains K1,r as a minor, as needed to complete the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 3. For any connected graph G, |V (G) − pend(G)| |pend(G)|/(G) and
|V (G)− pend(G)| |V (G)|/((G)+ 1).
Proof. We consider the set N = nbrG(pend(G)), the neighbors of vertices in pend(G).
By the deﬁnition of (G), |pend(G)|(G)|N |. Since N ⊆ V (G) − pend(G), clearly
|pend(G)|(G)|V (G) − pend(G)|, proving the ﬁrst part of the lemma. For the second
part, we observe that |V (G)|=|pend(G)|+|V (G)−pend(G)|(G)|V (G)−pend(G)|+
|V (G)− pend(G)| = |V (G)− pend(G)|((G)+ 1). 
In order to apply Lemma 2 to the case r = 3, we need to ﬁnd a tree minor in which
each internal vertex has degree at least 3. Lemmas 4 and 5 are applied sequentially to ﬁnd
successive minors which are a connected resolved graph and a resolved tree.
Lemma 4. Any connected graph G contains as a minor a connected resolved graph H such
that |V (H)|> 2|V (G)|/(chain(G)(G)+ 2) and (H)= (G).
Proof. We let V 2 be the set of vertices that have degree 2 and have two neighbors of
degree 2, V ∗ be the set V (G) − V 2, and E2 be the set of edges of G containing at least
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one endpoint in V 2. For R the set of chains in G, V 2 is exactly the set of internal vertices
of chains in R and E2 is exactly the set of edges of chains in R.
Wewish to show thatH, the graph obtained by replacing each chain by an edge between its
end vertices, has the necessary properties. We ﬁrst determine an upper bound on the size of
V ∗. As any chain in R contains fewer than chain(G) internal vertices, |V 2|< chain(G)|R|.
Moreover, 2|R|(G)|V ∗|, since each vertex in V ∗ has at most (G) neighbors (and
hence is an end vertex of at most (G) chains of R), and any chain in R contains exactly
two vertices in V ∗, namely its end vertices. Combining these two observations, |V (G)| −
|V ∗|=|V 2|< 12 chain(G)(G)|V ∗|, or, equivalently, |V ∗|> 2|V (G)|/(chain(G)(G)+2).
We now constructH fromG by replacing each chain by an edge between its end vertices.
By construction, H is a minor of G and has the same maximum degree as G. Moreover, the
vertices in H are exactly the vertices in V ∗, as needed to complete the proof. 
Lemma 5. Any connected resolved graph G contains as a minor a resolved tree T such
that |V (T )| |V (G)|/5 and (T )(G).
Proof. We construct T from S, a spanning tree of G with the maximum number of leaves.
We ﬁrst show that S cannot contain a path (t, u, v,w, x, y, z) such that all internal vertices
have degree 2. Suppose instead that S has such a path. By deﬁnition, G(w)3, and
therefore there exists an edge e = (w, r) incident to w that is not an edge of S. As S is a
spanning tree, there is a cycle in G formed by e and edges in E(S); as u, v, x, y all have
degree 3 in S, this cycle contains either t or z, and therefore, without loss of generality, we
assume (v,w) is an edge of this cycle. However, we could then form S′ = (V (S), E(S) ∪
{e} − {(v,w)}), which is a spanning tree of G. It is possible for r to be a nonleaf vertex in
S′ and a leaf vertex in S. However, u and v are both leaves in S′ but not in S, and hence S′
has at least one more leaf than S, contradicting the maximality of S.
We now construct T from S by replacing each a-chain in S, a2, by an edge. As we
have seen that no chain has more than six vertices, T has at least |E(S)|/5 edges and thus,
|V (T )|(|V (S)| − 1)/5 + 1 |V (S)|/5. By its construction, T is a minor of G that does
not have vertices of degree 2 and such that (T )(G). 
For the case in which r > 3, we ﬁnd an Lk+1r minor by ﬁrst determining a bound on
the number of pendant vertices in any resolved tree (Lemma 6) and then showing that
Lk+1r is a minor of any resolved tree with a sufﬁciently large number of pendant vertices
(Lemma 7).
Lemma 6. For any resolved tree T, if |V (T )|2, then |pend(T )| 12 |V (T )| + 1.
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the number of pendant vertices of T. When
|pend(T )| = 2, |pend(T )| = |V (T )| = 2, and the base case follows. We now suppose that
the lemma holds for any tree with fewer than n pendant vertices and show that it holds for
a tree T with n pendant vertices, n> 2.
Suppose v is a pendant vertex in T, andw is the neighbor of v in T. Ifw has degree greater
than 3, we form T ′ from T by deleting v. Clearly, |pend(T ′)|=|pend(T )|−1 and |V (T ′)|=
|V (T )|−1; applying the induction hypothesis to T ′ yields |pend(T ′)| 12 |V (T ′)|+1, from
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which the result follows by simple algebra. If w has degree equal to 3, we let T ′ be the
graph formed by deleting v and contracting one of the edges incident on w. In this case
|pend(T ′)| = |pend(T )| − 1, |V (T ′)| = |V (T )| − 2, and applying the induction hypothesis
to T ′ yields |pend(T ′)| 12 |V (T ′)| + 1, and, as before, the result follows. 
Lemma 7. Let k and r be integers, k0 and r3. Any resolved tree T where (T )r ,
m = max{r − 1,(T )} and |pend(T )|>m(1 + m)(k(2m − 2)2 + 1) contains Lk+1r as a
minor. Thus, if Lk+1r is not a minor of a resolved tree T, then T will have at most O(km4)
leaves.
Proof. We construct a tree U from T by iteratively ﬁnding and contracting an edge (u, v),
u, v /∈ pend(T ), where degT (u)+ degT (v)r + 1. Any vertex in U that is not the result of
a contraction has degree at most (T ). A vertex in U that is the result of a contraction of an
edge ewill have degree atmost r−1, as the sumof the degrees of the endpoints of e is atmost
r+1.We conclude that(U) max{r−1,(T )}=m. Clearly pend(U)=pend(T ) and for
any edge (u, v) ∈ E(U),u, v /∈ pend(U), it must be the case that degU(u)+degU(v)r+2.
Since UT , to complete the proof of the lemma it will sufﬁce to prove that Lk+1r U .
We letQ= V (U)− pend(U). By Lemma 3, |Q| |pend(U)|/(U)> (1+m)(k(2m−
2)2 + 1). As a consequence of Lemma 1, U [Q] contains a matching M where |M|
|Q|/((U)+ 1)> k(2m− 2)2 + 1.
We form a new tree U ′ from U by contracting all the edges in M. Since the matching
consists of edges in U [Q], for each edge (u, v) ∈ M , neither u nor v is in pend(U). By
the properties of U shown in the ﬁrst paragraph of this proof, we can conclude that for any
edge (u, v) ∈ M , degU(u)+ degU(v)r + 2. Consequently, the contraction of an edge in
M will result in a new vertex of degree at least r in U ′. For R the set of vertices in U ′ with
degree at least r, clearly |R| |M|, or |R|>k(2m− 2)2 + 1.
Since the degree of a vertex inU ′ formed by contracting an edge (u, v)will be degU(u)+
degU(v)−2, and(U)m, we can conclude that its degree is at most 2m−2. If a vertex is
not an endpoint of a contracted edge, its degree inU ′ will be the same as its degree inU and
therefore it will be at most (T ). As (T )3, we can conclude that (U ′)2m − 2, or
|R|>k((U ′)2 + 1). Applying Lemma 2 to U ′, we conclude Lk+1r U ′, and since U ′U ,
the proof is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 1. For each value of r, we prove the theoremby contradiction, assuming
that |V (G)|>f (k, r,D,C) and showing that as a consequence Lk+1r G.
When r = 1, the proof is a direct consequence of Lemma 1.
When r = 2, in order to apply Lemma 2 for r = 2, we need to ﬁnd a tree T which
is a minor of G and such that T has a large number of vertices of degree at least 2. We
assume that |V (G)|>f (k, r,D,C). For T any spanning tree of G, clearly (T )(G).
By Lemma 3, we observe that |V (T )−pend(T )| |V (T )|/((T )+1)=|V (G)|/((T )+
1) |V (G)|/((G)+1) |V (G)|/(D+1)k(D2+1)+1k((G)2+1)+1k((T )2+
1)+ 1. Since each internal vertex in T has degree at least 2, |V (T )− pend(T )| is the set of
vertices of degree at least 2, and hence by Lemma 2 for r = 2, Lk+1r TG, as needed.
For the case in which r = 3, we assume that |V (G)|>f (k, r,D,C) and apply
Lemmas 4 and 5 to conclude that G contains as a minor a resolved tree T such that
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(T )(G) and |V (T )|> 2|V (G)|/5(chain(G)(G)+2)2|V (G)|/5(CD+2)(D+
1)(k(D2 + 1)+ 1). Each internal vertex of T has degree at least 3. By Lemma 3, |V (T )−
pend(T )| |V (T )|/((T )+ 1) |V (T )|/((G)+ 1) |V (T )|/(D + 1)(k(D2 + 1)+
1)(k((G)2+1)+1)(k((T )2+1)+1). By Lemma 2, this time for r=3, we conclude
that Lk+1r TG, as needed to obtain a contradiction.
Finally, when r > 3 we apply Lemmas 4, 5, and 6 to establish the fact that G con-
tains as a minor a resolved tree T where |pend(T )|> |V (G)|/5(chain(G)(G) + 2) +
1 |V (G)|/5(CD + 2)+ 1(1+ )(k((2− 2)2 + 1)+ 1). By applying Lemma 7, we
now obtain Lk+1r TG. 
We remark that an easy corollary of Lemmas 5 and 6 is that any connected resolved
graph of at least 10k vertices contains a spanning tree with at least k leaves. This remark
can improve the time complexity for the algorithm solving the k-leaf spanning tree problem
[10, 11, pp. 40–42], from O(n+ (2k)4k) to O(n+ (10k)2k).
4. Sizes of obstructions
Our goal is to prove Theorem 2, which gives a bound on the size of a graph in ob(Wk(G))
when G is a bounded degree minor-closed disjoint-union-closed graph class. To this end,
we prove a series of useful lemmas.
Lemma 8. If k is a nonnegative integer and G is a bounded degree minor-closed graph
class, then Lk+1(G)+1 cannot be the proper minor of any graph in ob(Wk(G)).
Proof. Suppose instead that Lk+1(G)+1 is the proper minor of a graph in ob(Wk(G)). Since
ob(Wk(G)) is deﬁned to be a minor-minimal set of obstructions forWk(G), Lk+1(G)+1 ∈
Wk(G). By the deﬁnition of Wk(G), Lk+1(G)+1 must contain a set S, |S|k, such that
G′ = Lk+1(G)+1[V (Lk+1(G)+1) − S] ∈ G. Clearly, (G′)(G) and therefore K1,(G)+1
cannot be a subgraph of G′. S must then contain at least one vertex in each of the disjoint
copies ofK1,(G)+1 as a subgraph inLk+1(G)+1, as otherwiseG
′ contains a copy ofK1,(G)+1
as a subgraph. Since |S|k and the number of copies of K1,(G)+1 is k + 1, we obtain
acontradiction. 
Lemma 9. If k is a nonnegative integer and G is a bounded degree minor-closed graph
class, then (ob(Wk(G)))k + (G)+ 1.
Proof. We consider a graph H ∈ ob(Wk(G)) and an edge e ∈ E(H). We form a new
graph H ′ = (V (H),E(H)− {e}) by removing e from H. Since H ′ is smaller than H, H ∈
ob(Wk(G)), and ob(Wk(G)) is a set ofminor-minimal elements,we can conclude thatH ′ ∈
Wk(G). Consequently, by the deﬁnition ofWk(G), we can partition V (H ′) into sets S1 and
S2 where |S1|k and H ′[S2] ∈ G. It is not difﬁcult to see that (H ′)(H ′[S2])+ |S1|.
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The result now follows from the facts that (H ′[S2])(G), |S1|k, and (H)
(H ′)+ 1. 
The idea of the following lemma is taken from the work by Dinneen [9].
Lemma 10. For any minor-closed disjoint-union-closed graph class G, if a graph G in
ob(Wk(G)) is the disjoint union of two nonempty graphs G1 and G2, then there exist two
positive integers k1 and k2 such that k1 + k2 = k + 1 and Gi ∈ ob(Wki−1(G)), i = 1, 2.
Proof. For i=1, 2, let ki be the minimum l for whichGi ∈ ob(Wl (G)) and notice that, by
Lemma 15, ki1.We let Si be a subset of V (Gi) of size ki whose removal fromGi results
in a graph in G. The removal from G of S1 ∪ S2 thus results in the disjoint union of two
graphs inG, which by closure yields a graph inG. Therefore,G ∈ ob(Wk(G)) implies that
k + 1 |S1 ∪ S2| = |S1| + |S2| = k1 + k2. SinceG ∈ ob(Wk(G)), clearlyG ∈Wk+1(G),
and hence there exists a set S ⊆ V (G) of size k + 1 whose removal from G results in a
graph in G. For Vi = S ∩ V (Gi), i = 1, 2, |Vi |ki , as the removal of Vifrom Gi results
in a graph that is in G. Therefore, k + 1 = |S| = |V1| + |V2|k1 + k2. We conclude that
k1 + k2 = k + 1.
To prove thatGi ∈ ob(Wki (G)), i = 1, 2, we suppose the contrary; without loss of gen-
erality, we assume that H ∈ ob(Wk1(G)) is a proper minor of G1. Clearly, G′ =H ∪G2
is a proper minor of G and therefore there exists a set S′ ⊆ V (H) ∪ V (G2), |S′|k,
whose removal from G′ results in a graph in G. As H ∈ ob(Wk1(G)), at least k1 of the
vertices of S′ are in H. Therefore, V ′ = S′ ∩ V (G2) contains at most k − k1 vertices and
G2[V (G2)− V ′] ∈ G. As discussed in the previous paragraph,G1[V (G1)− S1] ∈ G, and
hence by removing S1 ∪ V ′ from G we produce the disjoint union of two graphs in G, a
member of G. Since |S1 ∪ V ′|k1 + (k − k1) = k, we have obtained a contradiction, as
G ∈ ob(Wk(G)). 
The lemma below is now easily proved by induction.
Lemma 11. For any minor-closed disjoint-union-closed graph class G, if a graph in
ob(Wk(G)) is the disjoint union of r nonempty connected graphs C1, . . . , Cr , then there
exists an integer rk and a partition of k + 1 into r integers k1, . . . , kr such that for
i = 1, . . . , r , Ci ∈ ob(Wki−1(G)).
The following two lemmas are useful not only in the proof of Theorem 2, but in the proof
of correctness of the algorithm of Section 5.
Lemma 12. For any minor-closed graph class G, for any achain(ob(G)), and for any
G ∈ G, the subdivision of any edge in any a-chain of G results in a graph that is also a
member of G.
Proof. Suppose instead that there exists a class G, an achain(ob(G)), a graph G ∈ G,
and an edge e in an a-chain of G such that for H the graph obtained from G by subdividing
e, H is not in G.
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Since H is not in G, by deﬁnition there exists a graph H ′ ∈ ob(G) such that H ′ is a
proper minor of H (as chain(H)a + 1 and achain(ob(G)), clearly H is not a member
of ob(G)). We now consider the operations performed on H to obtain H ′, and in particular
the set of vertices A in H appearing in the (a + 1)-chain formed by subdividing e. If
any of the vertices or edges in A were to be deleted or contracted, the result would be a
minor of G, and hence a member of G. Consequently, the (a + 1)-chain A appears in both
H and H ′, resulting in the fact that chain(H ′)a + 1, contradicting the inequality a
chain(ob(G)). 
Lemma 13. For any minor-closed graph classG, and for any k0, chain(ob(Wk(G)))
(k + 1)chain(ob(G)).
Proof. Suppose instead that a graph H ∈ ob(Wk(G)) contains a (b + 1)-chain where
b(k+ 1)chain(ob(G)). For H ′ the graph formed by contracting any edge e of this chain,
H ′ contains a b-chain C. Moreover, by the minimality of H,H ′ ∈Wk(G), and hence there
exists a partition of V (H ′) into sets S1 and S2 such that |S1|k and H ′[S2] ∈ G.
We now show that by applying Lemma 12, we can use the partition of H ′ to form a
partition of H and obtain a contradiction by showing that H ∈ Wk(G). We ﬁrst observe
that there must exist at least chain(ob(G)) consecutive vertices of C that are in S2 (this fact
follows from the observations that b(k + 1)chain(ob(G)) and that at most k vertices of
the b-chain C are in S1). In other words,H ′[S2] contains a c-chain where cchain(ob(G)).
Since e was any edge of the original chain, we can view the resultant vertex as a vertex of
our choice in C, namely a vertex in a c-chain in H ′[S2]. We can now apply Lemma 12 to
H ′[S2] to conclude that H [V (H)− S1] ∈ G. Since |S1|k, H ∈Wk(G). 
We are now ready to prove our main theorem bounding the size of obstructions.
Theorem 2. IfG is a bounded degree minor-closed disjoint-union-closed graph class, then
max-size(ob(Wk(G)))f (k,(G)+ 1, k + (G)+ 1, (k + 1)chain(ob(G))).
Proof. It sufﬁces to prove that f bounds the size of connected obstructions in ob(Wk(G)).
To see this, consider a disconnected obstruction with r componentsC1, . . . , Cr . By Lemma
11, there is a partition of k + 1 into r integers k1, . . . , kr such that for i = 1, . . . , r , Ci ∈
ob(Wki−1(G)). If the theorem has been proved for connected obstructions, the size of Ci
is bounded by f (ki − 1,(G) + 1, ki − 1 + (G) + 1, (ki + 1)chain(ob(G))). Since f is
superadditive in the parameter f and∑ri=1(ki − 1)= k − r + 1k, this is bounded above
by f (k,(G) + 1, k + (G) + 1, (k + 1)chain(ob(G))), as required. (Readers interested
in the sharpest possible bounds will note that k can be replaced by k − r + 1 in the case of
an obstruction with r components.)
For H a connected graph in ob(Wk(G)), by Lemma 13, we know that chain(H)
(k+1)chain(ob(G)), and by Lemma 9, we know that(H)k+(G)+1. IfLk+1(G)+1 is a
minor ofH, then sinceH is connected andLk+1(G)+1 is not,L
k+1
(G)+1 must be a properminor of
H, contradicting Lemma 8. We can thus conclude that H is Lk+1(G)+1-minor free. Therefore,
Theorem 1 implies that |V (H)|f (k,(G)+1, k+(G)+1, (k+1)chain(ob(G))). 
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For (G)=0, Theorem 2 implies that the obstructions for the class of graphs with vertex
cover at most k have size at most (k + 1)(k + 2). In the case where (G) = 1, the upper
bound is (k + 3)(k((k + 2)2 + 1)+ 1) or O(k4); in the case (G)= 2, the upper bound is
5
2 (k+ 4)(k((k+ 3)2+ 1)+ 1)(chain(ob(G))(k+ 3)+ 2) or O(chain(ob(G))k5); and when
(G)3, the upper bound is in O(chain(ob(G))k2(k + (G))5).
A minor-closed graph class G has bounded degree if and only if K1,(G)+1 is one of its
obstructions. This implies that if t is the size of the biggest obstruction in ob(G), (G) t .
Since chain(ob(G)) t , we can now conclude the following.
Corollary 1. If G is a bounded degree minor-closed disjoint-union-closed graph class,
then max-size(ob(Wk(G)))= O(tk7 + t6k2) where t =max-size(ob(G)).
The following two lemmas are useful in the proof of correctness of the algorithm in
Section 5.
Lemma 14. All obstructions of a minor-closed graph class G are connected graphs if and
only if G is closed under disjoint union.
Proof. We prove the contrapositive of each direction. Suppose instead that G is not closed
under disjoint union; we letG1 andG2 be members ofG such thatG=G1∪G2 /∈G. Since
G /∈G, G must contain an obstruction H of G as a minor. If H is connected, then it must be
a minor of either G1 or G2, contradicting the fact that G1 and G2 are in G. We can then
conclude that H must be disconnected.
We now suppose that there exists a disconnected obstruction H of G with disjoint com-
ponents H1 and H2. Since H is an obstruction, any minor of H is in G, and hence both H1
and H2 are in G. We have just demonstrated members of G whose disjoint union is not in
G, as needed to complete the proof. 
The following is an easy corollary of Lemma 14.
Lemma 15. If G is a minor-closed disjoint-union-closed graph class, then, for any k0,
no graph in ob(Wk(G)) contains a member of G as a connected component.
Proof. Suppose instead that G ∈ ob(Wk(G)) is the disjoint union of two graphs F and H
where H ∈ G. Since G is minor-minimal, F ∈ Wk(G), and hence there is a set S of at
most k vertices such that F [V (F)− S] ∈ G. The graphG[V (G)− S] is the disjoint union
of F [V (F)− S] and H, both of which are members of G. By Lemma 14 this union is also
a member of G, contradicting G’s membership in ob(Wk(G)). 
5. Recognizing graphs within k vertices of a bounded degree minor-closed class
When k is considered to be part of the input andG is characterized by a nontrivial property,
the problem of deciding whether G ∈ Wk(G) is NP-complete [21]. In contrast, when k
is viewed as a parameter and G is any bounded degree minor-closed disjoint-union-closed
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graph class, we are able to obtain a fast ﬁxed-parameter tractable algorithm, as shown in
this section.
Theorem 3. Let G be any minor-closed graph class with the following properties:
(1) G contains only graphs of degree bounded by D3;
(2) chain(ob(G))C;
(3) all obstructions of G are connected; and
(4) checking whetherG ∈ G can be executed inO(|V (G)|·G) time where G is a constant
depending on the class G.
Then, for any k, there exists anO((D+k+G)|V (G)|+G(f (k,D+1,D+k, C(k+1)))k)-
time algorithm that decides if a graph G is in Wk(G) and, if so, produces a set S ⊆
V (G), |S|k, such that G[V (G)− S] ∈ G.
Proof. We propose the following algorithm:
1 Set A to the set of vertices in G with degree greater than D + k.
2 If |A|>k then return “no” and stop; otherwise set H =G[V (G)− A].
3 Set k′ = k − |A|.
4 As long as there exists inH a -chain where >C(k′ +1), replace it with a (C(k′ +1))-
chain.
5 Construct graph J by removing from H all its connected components that are in G.
6 If |V (J )|f (k′,D + 1,D + k, C(k′ + 1)) then return “no”.
7 Check if J contains a solution S. If not, return “no”;
otherwise, return A ∪ S.
To see that the algorithm is correct, we ﬁrst observe that if there exists a solution; it will
contain every vertex of degree greater thanD+k and hence |A|k (step 2). The problem is
then reduced to the question of whetherH=G[V (G)−A] is inWk′(G), for(H)D+k.
As a consequence of Lemma 13 and property 2 of G, chain(ob(Wk′(G)))C(k′ + 1). By
combining this fact with Lemma 12 (for a = C(k′ + 1)), since G is minor-closed we can
conclude that step 4 preserves membership in Wk′(G) and results in a graph H where
chain(H)C(k′ + 1). Property 3 of G and Lemma 14 imply that membership inWk′(G)
is invariant under the removal from H of all its connected components that are members
of G. In this way, the problem is reduced to determining whether J ∈ Wk′(G) where
chain(J )C(k′ + 1) and (J )D + k, where for J1, . . . , Jm the connected components
of J, Ji /∈G. Each Ji must then contain at least one vertex of a possible solution S.
If J ∈Wk′(G), there exists a partition (S1, . . . , Sm) of Swhere for i=1, . . . , m, Si=S∩
V (Ji), ki = |Si |, Ji[V (Ji) − Si] ∈ G, and therefore Ji ∈ Wki (G). By
Lemma 8, for i=1, . . . , m, Ji isLki+1D+1-minor free. Since for i=1, . . . , m,(Ji)D+k and
chain(Ji)C(k′+1), we apply Theorem 1 to show thatV (Ji)f (ki,D+1,D+k, C(k′+
1)). Since J is composed of its connected components, |V (J )|∑i=1,...,mf (ki,D+1,D+
k, C(k′ +1)). The maximum value of |V (J )| is achieved whenm=1, due to the restrictions
that ∀1 im ki1 and∑mi=1ki=k′, as f is a monotonically increasing function and hence
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f (k1) + f (k2)f (k1 + k2). We can then conclude that |V (J )|f (k′,D + 1,D + k,
C(k′ + 1)), justifying step 6.
To determine the complexity of the algorithm, we ﬁrst observe that steps 1–3 run in
O(|V (G)|(D + k)) time and step 4 in O(|V (G)|) time. As a consequence of property
4 of G, step 5 can be executed in O(|V (G)|G) time. Step 7 can be implemented by
checking whether J [V (J ) − S′] ∈ G for all sets S′ ⊆ V (J ), |S|k′, in O(G(f (k′,D +
1,D + k, C(k′ + 1)))k′) time. The overall time complexity of the algorithm is thus in
O((D + k + G)|V (G)| + G(f (k,D + 1,D + k, C(k + 1)))k), as claimed. 
As we mentioned in the end of Section 4, both (G) and chain(ob(G)) are bounded by
t=max-size(ob(G)) and hence the complexity of Theorem 3 can be rewritten as O((t+k+
G)|V (G)| +G(f (k, t + 1, t + k, t (k+ 1)))k)=O((t + k+G)|V (G)| +G(O(tk2(t +
k)5)k)).
Suppose now that G satisﬁes conditions 1–3 of Theorem 3 and that ob(G) is known.
As K1,(G)+1 ∈ ob(G), all the graphs in G have pathwidth bounded by D [3]. Using
standard techniques on graphs with bounded treewidth [1], one can construct an algorithm
that checks whether HG in O((t, |V (H)|)|V (G)|) time, where t is a bound on the
treewidth of G and  is a super-polynomial function. Consequently, if we know ob(G),
then each of the checks for membership in G applied in steps 5 and 7 can be done in
O(|ob(G)|(D,max-size(ob(G)))|G|) time andG canbe replacedby |ob(G)|(t,max-size
(ob(G))). As a result, condition 4 will be satisﬁed.
6. Recognizing graphs within k vertices of a bounded degree class
In this section we extend our techniques to provide a solution to a generalization of the
vertex cover problem that is not closed under taking of minors. Let GD denote the class of
graphs with maximum degree at most D. We deﬁne the problem almost D-bounded graph
as decidingwhether or not a graphG is inWk(GD), and if so, ﬁnding a set S ⊆ V (G)where
|S|k andG[V (G)−S] ∈ GD . IfD=0, the problem is simply vertex cover. To the best of
our knowledge, the best algorithm so far for the general problem can be derived as a subcase
of thei,j,k graphmodiﬁcation problem [5], which asks if the input can be transformed into
a graph in class (deﬁned by a forbidden set) by deleting i vertices and j edges and adding
k edges. The running time obtained by applying this result is O((D+ 1)k|V (G)|D+1). The
function given below improves on this bound (Theorem 4), but the algorithm which uses it
as a subroutine is even faster.
Function SearchD(G, k)
1 If k < 0 then return “no”.
2 If (G)>D + k, then let v be any vertex of degree greater than D + k.
If SearchD(G− v, k − 1)= “no”, then return “no”
else return {v} ∪ SearchD(G− v, k − 1).
3 If (G)D, then return ∅.
4 Set v to be any vertex such that D<dG(v)D + k.
(If there exists no such vertex in G then return “no”.)
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5 If for all u ∈ NG(v) ∪ {v} SearchD(G− u, k − 1)= “no”,
then return “no”
else for any u ∈ NG(v) ∪ {v}, return SearchD(G− u, k − 1).
Algorithm
1 Set A to the set of vertices in G with degree greater than D + k.
2 If |A|>k then return “no” and stop, else set H =G[V (G)− A].
3 Set k′ = k − |A|.
4 Set F to the vertices in V (H) that have degree at most D
and set C = V (H)− F .
5 Set B to the vertices of F that are adjacent, in H, to vertices of C.
6 If |B ∪ C|(D + k + 1)k′ + (D + k)(D + k + 1)k′ then return “no”.
7 If SearchD(H [B ∪ C], k′)= “no” then return “no”
else return A ∪ SearchD(H [B ∪ C], k′).
Theorem 4. For GD the class of graphs with maximum degree at most D0, function
SearchD(G, k) solves almost D-bounded graph in time O(|V (G)|(D + k)k+1).
Proof. The correctness of SearchD(G, k) can be shown by justifying each line. If a solution
exists, it must contain each vertex v that has degree at leastD+k, and henceG ∈Wk(GD)
if and only if G − v ∈Wk−1(GD) (step 2). Any solution must contain either each vertex
v of degree at least D or a vertex in each such v’s neighborhood, so that G ∈Wk(GD) if
and only if for some u ∈ NG(v) ∪ {v} G− u ∈Wk−1(GD) (step 5).
Each timeSearchD(G, k) is recursively called it requires O(|V (G)|(D+k)) time tomake
the degree checks of steps 2 and 4. As a consequence of step 5, each node of the search tree
followed by the recursion has at mostD+k+1 children.As the depth of this tree cannot be
more than k, the number of recursive calls is at most O((D + k + 1)k), yielding an overall
running time of O(|V (G)|(D + k)k+1). 
In order to prove the correctness of the algorithm, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 16. LetH ′ be a graph containing a set S of size at most k such that(H ′[V (H ′)−
S])D, (H ′)D + k, and any vertex of degree at most D is adjacent to a vertex of
degree greater than D. Then V (H ′)(D + k + 1)k′ + (D + k)(D + k + 1)k′.
Proof. WeletB ′ be the vertices inV (H ′)−S of degree atmostD and letC′=V (H ′)−S−B ′.
Each vertex in C′ will be adjacent to at least one vertex in S as otherwise H ′[V (H ′) − S]
will contain a vertex of degree greater thanD. Since(S)(H ′)k+D,C′ will contain
at most D + k neighbors of each vertex in S, or a total of at most k′(D + k) vertices. We
have established that |C′| + |S|(D + k + 1)k′. We let J be the vertices of B ′ that are
adjacent to vertices in C′ ∪ S and observe that since each vertex in C′ ∪ S can have at most
k +D neighbors in J,|J |(D + k)(|C′| + |S|)(D + k)(D + k + 1)k′. The assumption
in the statement of the lemma requires that any vertex in B ′ be adjacent to a vertex in C′,
and hence any vertex in B ′ is adjacent to a vertex in C′ ∪ S. Therefore, B ′ = J and thus
V (H ′)= |C′| + |S| + |B ′|(D + k + 1)k′ + (D + k)(D + k + 1)k′. 
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Theorem 5. ForGD the class of graphs with maximum degree at mostD0, the algorithm
above solves almost D-bounded graph in time O(|V (G)|(D + k)+ k(D + k)k+3).
Proof. IfG ∈Wk(GD), then there exists a set S, |S|k where(G[V (G)−S])D, and
hence all the vertices of G that are not in S have degree at most D + k, yielding A ⊆ S. If
the set A has more than k vertices, then G cannot be a member ofWk(GD) (steps 1 and 2).
It is now easy to see that G ∈Wk(GD) if and only if H ∈Wk−|A|(GD). Therefore, the
problem is reduced to the question of whether or notH ∈Wk′(GD), where (H)D+k.
The vertices of V (H) that are not in B ∪ C have all degree at most D and are adjacent
to vertices that have degree at most D. As a consequence H ∈ Wk′(GD) if and only if
H [B∪C] ∈Wk′(GD).ThegraphH ′=H [B∪C]hasmaximumdegree atmostD+k and any
vertex of degree at mostD is adjacent to a vertex of degree greater thanD inH ′. By Lemma
16, if S is a solution forH ′ then |V (H ′)|= |B ∪C|(D+k+1)k′ + (D+k)(D+k+1)k′
(step 6). By Theorem 4, step 7 requires time O(|V (H ′)|(D + k)k+1) = O(k(D + k)k+3).
Since steps 1–6 can be trivially implemented in O((D + k)|V (G)|) time, the total running
time is as claimed. 
7. Future work
We would like to remove the restriction of closure under disjoint union from our results.
As a consequence of Theorem 11, for G a minor-closed disjoint-union-closed graph class,
an obstruction ofWk(G) can have at most k + 1 components. Unfortunately, if G is not
restricted to be a disjoint-union-closed graph class, Gmay have disconnected obstructions,
ruining the proof of Lemma 15. It would be an interesting result, requiring new techniques,
to determine an upper bound on the number of connected components in an obstruction of
Wk(G) when G is not a disjoint-union-closed graph class. It would also be nice to extend
the approach of Section 6 to ﬁnd a better algorithm for the generali,j,k-graphmodiﬁcation
problem.
Beyond these immediate technical improvements, we believe that the study of “within k”
classes will yield new ﬁxed-parameter tractable algorithms and insights into the relationship
between transformations of graph classes and effective characterizations of those classes.
The ideas explored in this paper may be of use in studying other such transformations that
preserve closure under minors.
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